Introduction
Adequate anesthesia is crucial to the success of surgical interventions and subsequent recovery. Neuroscientists, surgeons, and engineers have sought to understand the impact of anesthetics on the information processing in the brain and to properly assess the level of anesthesia in an non-invasive manner. Studies have indicated a more reliable depth of anesthesia (DOA) detection if multiple parameters are employed. Indeed, commercial DOA monitors (BIS, Narcotrend, M-Entropy and A-line ARX) use more than one feature extraction method. Here, we propose TESPAR (Time Encoded Signal Processing And Recognition) a time domain signal processing technique novel to EEG DOA assessment that could enhance existing monitoring devices.
Methods
We developed an artificial system that employs TESPAR descriptors from EEG combined with MLP artificial neural networks to discriminate between five DOA levels. The system was trained and tested on DOA mappings performed by two expert anesthesiologists based on morphologically different features, namely the mid latency auditory evoked potentials (MLAEP) known to be correlated with DOA. A number of 62 patients, underlying surgery, were enrolled in this study after having provided their informed consent. The patients were sedated using a cocktail of substances chosen by the attending anesthesiologist. The cleaned EEG with a bandwidth of 0.5 to 600 Hz was divided in segments of about 100 seconds that were categorized in five DOA classes based on the notes recorded during surgery and the shape of the corresponding MLAEP.
Results
The largest amount of self-consistency achieved by one of the experts that classified the same data on two occasions was 70.77%. This was regarded as the limit of classification performance that the artificial system could achieve. Indeed, the artificial system achieved a 69.05% classification performance. Moreover, we found that the human expert and the artificial system had similar confusion matrices and thus similar mapping patterns.
Discussion
TESPAR processed EEG showed an intimate relation with states of patients undergoing general anesthesia. This intimate relation allowed the artificial system to achieve good DOA classification performance, despite the limits imposed by learning from imperfect human experts. TESPAR offers small, compact, fixed-size and highly informative descriptors that could be used to enhance 
